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ABSTRACT

The ductile-to-brittle transition temperatures were calculated from the impact energies
measured on ISO-V and KLST specimens for some non-irradiated, irradiated and both
irradiated and annealed quenched and tempered pressure vessel steels at the proposed
energy levels 68 J/41 J and 3.1 J/1.9 J, or 28 J and 3.15 J. At the energy levels derived
from the mean upper shelf energy (USE) ratio (3.1 J/1.9 J) the transition temperatures
were on the average 64° C lower as compared with those measured on the ISO-V
specimen. At the energy level 3.15 J derived from the ligament area the transition
temperature was on the average 36° C lower than that measured on the ISO-V specimen.
For both criteria the standard deviation of the correlation was about 15° C. A procedure
was also proposed for calculating the USE of the ISO-V specimen from the value
measured on the KLST specimen. The transition temperature shifts measured for the
irradiated materials on the KLST specimen were up to 30 - 40° C lower than those
measured on the ISO-V specimens when the shifts were measured at the levels below
75% USE. The degrees of recovery measured on the KLST specimens were of the same
order of magnitude or lower than those measured on the ISO-V specimens.
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INTRODUCTION

A great deal of test data have been obtained on reactor pressure vessel steels using the
standardized Charpy-V test. Although more advanced test methods, based on elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics, are both recommendable and already in use in the
surveillance programmes of some NPPs, Charpy tests are still required e.g. by regulatory
quides.

Besides the normal-size (ISO-V) Charpy specimen (10*10*55 mm3), various types of
subsize specimens have been introduced. One standardized subsize specimen is the so-
called KLST specimen, which size is 3*4*27 mm3 and the center notch is 1 mm
(DIN 50 115). However, the test data published for the KLST specimen, as well as subsize
specimens in general, is still very limited, though they can provide an overwhelmingly
effective use of test material.

The results from small specimen testing are typically used for evaluating the fracture
behaviour of the ISO-V Charpy specimen and if there are no test results available for the
correlation, as there usually is not, a general correlation has to be applied to evaluate the
fracture behaviour of the ISO-V specimen. The availability of a subsize specimen depends
therefore significantly on how reliably this relationship has been established.

Correlations are based on some appropriate criterion (or criteria) and since a total
transition curve is normally measured, there are several ones available. The criterion can
be a fixed energy or lateral expansion level describing the transition temperature or the
level can be derived from the upper shelf energy (USE). In general, the proposed criterion
can be divided into two groups: those derived from the dimensions of the specimens and
those derived empirically from the test results.

Some results from tests on ISO-V and KLST type Charpy specimens are compared here to
ensure the validity of the proposed transition temperature criteria and the resulting
differences in transition temperatures that are inevitable because of the different size
ligaments. Specimens' capability to describe consistently the transition temperature shifts
characteristic to materials due to irradiation and recovery annealing is discussed as well.

The data given here consists of the test results published previously [1] and some new
results measured on KLST type specimens for non-irradiated and irradiated FFA, JFL and
JRQ pressure vessel steels.

ON PROPOSED CORRELATIONS

One of the best established correlations for the KLST specimen, including over 30
transition curves, has been determined for the energy and lateral expansion levels 1.9 J,
3.1 J and 0.3 mm, said to correspond to the energy levels 41 J and 68 J and the lateral
expansion 0.9 mm measured on the ISO-V specimen. The mean ratio of USEs is being
used as a normalizing factor [2]. The resulting difference in the transition temperatures has
been given to be as follows:
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The three proposed criteria are to be used together [2].

There has been presented also another way of correlating the transition temperatures [3].
The appropriate energy level for the KLST specimen (or the ratio of energies) was
derived from the definition of the J-integral, according to which the J-integral,
describing the elastic-plastic fracture toughness of a material, is inversely proportional
to the ligament area of the specimen. When the energy level 28 J is normalized in
relation to the ligament area, the corresponding energy level for the KLST specimen is
3.15J,thatis35J/cm2.

The 35 J/cm2 transition temperature has been determined for various types of steels as a
function of the specimen thickness (B) in impact tests [4]. The mean transition
temperature difference (AT) has been found to follow the function:

Ar=51.4-ln[2-(B/10f2 i-l] (2)

The standard deviation of the function was less than 5°C for specimens with the
thickness (B) not less than 3 mm. The formula (2) is given to be valid for various low-
alloy steels having the yield strength within the range 200... 1000 MPa [4]. The fit is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Effect of specimen thickness on the 35 J/cm2 transition temperature [4].



When the formula (2) is applied to the KLST specimen, ignoring the fact that the
formula takes into account only the effect of specimen thickness, the correlation is as
follows:

TK[sr = T,S0-V-3S°C (3)

measured at energy levels 28 J and 3.15 J.

From fracture mechanics the criteria based on the lateral expansion should be equal for
both specimens (and for specimens with different dimensions in general), independently
of specimen size [3].

Besides transition temperatures the USEs can also be compared. A procedure to evaluate
the USE for the ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the subsize specimen has
been proposed [3]. By combining the defining formula of the J-integral and the power-
law fit J = (Aa)m describing the stable crack growth behaviour, the following
relationship was derived between the USEs:

E -E . —.r iv + m (41
is b

where B = specimen thickness and b = ligament width.

The factor m depends on specimen size, dimensions of the notch and material. The
factor m can be determined from the USEs measured on different specimens
empirically. The value of m has been shown to primarily depend on the USE of the
material [3].

MATERIALS

The materials tested in this study were low-alloy quenched and tempered pressure vessel
steels. Most of the data are measured on the CrMoV-steel 15X2MFA with different
irradiation conditions. The six examined material states consisted of two heats in either
non-irradiated, irradiated or both irradiated and annealed condition. In addition, six
states of the corresponding weld materials, with roughly the same contents of alloying
elements but different main impurity contents, were tested. The steels FFA, JFL and
JRQ were tested both in non-irradiated and irradiated conditions. The materials have
been characterized in detail in the IAEA coordinated research programme phase 3
(CRP 3), and the results on ISO-V impact testing were used for this study. The other
materials (three steels with different compositions) were non-irradiated and tested
elsewhere.

TEST AND ANALYSES METHODS

The impact energy used for testing the KLST specimens was 15 J and the impact
velocity 3.8 m/s. For the ISO-V specimens the corresponding values were 300 J and



5 m/s. A pneumatic mechanism was used to transfer the specimen from thermal bath to
the proper striking position accurately and with minimum delay time. A tanh-type
function was fitted to the energy vs. temperature values of each material by minimizing
the squared sum of temperature deviations.

RESULTS

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels normalized according to the
USE ratio [2] for the ISO-V and KLST specimens are compared in Fig. 2. The linear
regression lines for the mean and the scatter limits (± 2o) were calculated by assuming
the slope equal to one, i.e. by estimating the intercept only. Hence, the transition
temperature measured on the KLST specimen was on the average 64° C lower than that
measured on the ISO-V specimen, the standard deviation being 17°C.

T(KLST)=T(ISO-V) - 64°C, s=17°C
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Fig. 2. Comparison of transition temperatures 41 J/1.9 J (a) and 68 J/3.1 J (X) measured
on ISO-V and KLST specimens. The values for lateral expansion were excluded.



For comparison, the transition temperatures were determined also at the energy levels
proportioned to the real (measured) USE value of each material, instead of the average
value. Neither the transition temperatures nor the mean dependence of them showed,
however, rmy marked difference as compared with the results based on the mean USE
ratio. Moreover, the standard deviations were very close to each other, suggesting that
no improvement can be achieved by employing the USE ratio measured for each
material rather than the mean value.

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels proportioned to the ligament
area, i.e. 28 J and 3.15 J, are compared in Fig. 3. It proved that the transition
temperatures measured on the KLST specimen were below the temperatures measured
on the ISO-V specimen by 36° C on the average, the standard deviation being 14° C (the
intercept only was estimated).

T(KLST)=T(ISO-V) - 36°C, s=14°C,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of transition temperatures 28J/3.15J mecu.
KLST specimens.



The values of USF measured on the ISO-V and KLST specimens for the materials are
shown together with the values published elsewhere for various steels [5] and for one
2 i/4CrlMo pressure vessel steel [6] in Fig. 4. These data were also used for deriving the
correlation for the USEs of the ISO-V specimens with the KLST ones. An appropriate
function [3] was fitted to the measured USEs so as to solve the unknown factor m in
equation (2) as follows:

m = fiso=v_- (5)

where Eiso-v is the USE of the ISO-V specimen, and A and n are fitting parameters. The
estimated values of these parameters were 188 J and 0.32, respectively. Hence, the
formulas (2) and (5) are available for calculating (using e.g. iteration) the USE for the
ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the KLST specimen.

The dash line in Fig. 4 shows the mean (and constant) USE ratio, according to which the
energy criteria 41 J/68 J/0.9 mm versus 1.9 J/3.1 J/0.3 mm have been determined [2].
This relationship also described the measured USE values satisfactorily though it is not
clear if the correlation actually is linear as it has been assumed.
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Fig. 4. Correlation of upper shelf energies. The cun'e shows an estimate of given type
and the dash line the relationship used for determining the proposed [2] transition
criteria. Data from this work (a) and from ref. [5] (X).
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The USEs for the ISO-V specimens were also calculated from the USEs measured on
the KLST specimens by using the derived relationship. It proved that the USE of the
ISO-V specimen is predictable by this means within the accuracy of about ± 20% (Fig.
5). However, three of the measurements [5] diverged clearly outside the predicted area.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of measured and calculated upper shelf energies for the ISO-V
Charpy specimen. Data from this work (a) and from ref. [5] (X).

The irradiation fluences of the investigated active 15X2MFA type materials were close
to each other in the ISO-V and corresponding KLST specimens (the subsize specimens
were manufactured from the halves of the ISO-V specimens), which made it possible to
compare the transition temperature shifts of the base and weld materials measured on
different specimens. The results show that the irradiation shift shown by the KLST
specimen tends to be lower than that shown by the ISO-V specimen of the same material
condition. The largest difference was measured to be as much as 51° C, and in one case
only the difference was to the opposite direction, the shift shown by the KLST specimen
being 5° C higher than the shift shown by the ISO-V specimen.

The fluences of the KLST and ISO-V specimens manufactured from the irradiated FFA,
JFL and JRQ steels were close to each other as well and thus the irradiation shifts of the
transition temperatures measured on different specimens comparable. The shifts measured
at different energy levels are compared in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the irradiation shifts of transition temperatures measured on ISO-V
and KLST specimens at different energy levels for the IAEA CRP 3 steels.

The degree of recovery was predicted quite accurately by the KLST specimen for those
materials where the transition temperature shift in annealing was large, but failed to
predict the shift for the ones where it was small. The best correlation was obtained at the
28 J/3.15 J energy levels and, which is important, the degree of recovery measured on the
KLST specimen was in each case lower than or equal to that measured on the ISO-V
specimen. In general, the degrees of recovery at the 68 J/3.1 J levels showed a large
variation between the values measured on different specimens.

DISCUSSION

The relationship measured in this work between the transition temperatures of the ISO-
V and the KLST type Charpy specimens at the impact energy levels 41 J/1.9 J and
68 J/3.1 J is nearly equal to that reported elsewhere [2], supporting thus indisputable the
validity of the 65° C temperature difference measured [2] for a large number of
materials. On the other hand, the current results confirm that the formula (2) is valid
also for the KLST specimen, the transition temperature being 38° C higher as compared
to that of the ISO-V specimen at the 35 J/cm2 energy level, i.e. when the impact energy
is normalized in relation to the ligament area. The energy criteria would thus be, for
example, 28 J and 3.15 J assumed in this work.

It has been shown (for the 15X2MFA steel) that the lateral expansion criteria
0.9 mm/0.3 mm are also consistent with the proposed energy criteria, i.e. the transition
temperature difference is expected to be 65° C. However, an impact energy normalized



in relation to the ligament area corresponds to a same lateral expansion for both
specimens, which has been shown (for this steel) as well. [3]

The discussed energy criteria resulted nearly to an equal standard deviation, i.e. about
15° C. This value is also of the same order of magnitude as published elsewhere [2].
According to the standard deviation only it is not possible to address which one of the
criteria gives a better correlation. The relationship of the transition temperatures has a
slope close to one in both cases, but especially the 28J/3.15J correlation cannot be
improved by estimating also the slope (Figs. 2 and 3).

Although the correlation of transition temperatures on different specimens could be
described satisfactorily by employing the criteria based on the mean (and constant) ratio
of USEs, the linear relationship of the USEs is not evident, but the dependence is
following more likely the applied power law (5) than a linear relationship. The
verification of this dependence is on the basis of only these measurements difficult
because there was a quite large scatter in the USE values. One obvious reason for this
scatter is that the USEs have been determined as an average of only a few test results. It
follows also that the estimated parameters should be considered as first approximations
rather than final values. By perceiving this fact the correspondence of the calculated and
measured USEs can be regarded as very promising.

The deviations of the measured irradiation shifts in transition temperatures is of major
importance since the range of variation was large and the KLST specimens showed
mostly lower shifts than the ISO-V specimens. For the 15X2MFA steels the shifts
measured at the 68 J/3.1 J energy levels differed more than those measured at the other
two levels, which can be explained by the low USEs of the irradiated weld materials.
The ratios USE/68 J (ISO-V) and USE/3.1 J (KLST) were in both irradiated welds in
the range 0.8-0.9. As the reason for the rest of the deviation in the irradiation shifts
shown by the ISO-V and KLST specimens remain obscure, it should be recommended
to add at least 30° C to any transition temperature shift measured on the KLST
specimen, independently of the criteria, to ensure a conservative estimate for the ISO-V
specimen. This "safety margin" also equals the 2*standard deviation measured for both
correlations and hence, it can be regarded as a minimum margin for a transition
temperature shift evaluation, because the total error is the sum of the errors being
included in the two measured transition temperatures. Further, to avoid any excessive
uncertainties, transition temperatures should not be measured at energy/lateral
expansion levels exceeding approximately 75% USE. In general, the difference between
the transition temperature shifts measured on ISO-V and KLST specimens for
15X2MFA and the CRP 3 steels are consistent, i.e. the KLST specimen tends to show
shifts of up to 30 - 40° C lower than those measured on the ISO-V specimen.

CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions can be made from the results of this work (steels
with four basic compositions were studied in the irradiated condition).
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1. The 3.1 J/1.9 J/0.3 mm transition temperatures of the KLST specimen are 65° C lower
than the 68 J/41 J/0.9mm transition temperatures of the normal-size (ISO-V) Charpy
specimen.

2. The 3.15 J transition temperature of the KLST specimen is 38° C lower than the 28 J
transition temperature of the ISO-V specimen, i.e. the difference is on the average the
same as that measured for other types of impact specimens at the impact energy level
normalized according to the ligament area 35 J/cm2.

3. The USE for the ISO-V specimen can be estimated from the USE measured on the
KLST specimen by solving the formulas (4) and (5), where A and n have the values
188 J and 0.32, respectively. An iteration procedure can be used for solving the E iso-v-

4. Transition temperatures should not be measured at energy/lateral expansion levels
exceeding about 75% USE. The mean transition temperature shift (due to irradiation)
measured on the KLST specimen should be raised by at least 30 - 40° C in evaluating
the shift for the ISO-V specimen.
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